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Tapping is a powerful energetic tool to remove blocks and energetic 
imbalances that are keeping you from your most abundant state.  Simply 
using this technique alone can create quantum shifts in your energy and 
bring forth abundance.  

Tap It Out

How?
Tapping (or EFT) works by moving the stagnant or blocked energy in your 
body.  By tapping on specific pressure points, you will move the energy and 
create flow in your energetic state.

Tapping on the points alone will release energy...but it is the FOCUS on what 
you want to release that creates the big shifts.  Combining the thoughts + 
the tapping = Quantum energetic shifts

Winning Combo

Not Just Release
Not only is it important to release unwanted energy and blocks, it is also 
important to encode what you would like to have in your energy.  This 
process releases toxic energy and unhelpful buildup while also giving you 
the tools to begin building an abundant energetic atmosphere.  Letting go 
of the old and encoding the new is dynamite for creating abundance!
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How To
Here is a step by step outline for this tapping process!
 
Step 1:  Bring to mind the memory you would like to release.  Envision 
yourself back into that memory...really go there in your mind.
 
Step 2:  As you continue to envision that memory, begin by tapping on the 
karate chop point.  As you tap, repeat the following 3x:
     "Even though I have this negative memory, I fully and completely love and    
      accept myself"
 
Step 3:  Start at the eyebrow point and tap on each point while stating how 
this memory makes you feel.  Tap through all of the points as many rounds 
as you need (I suggest 3 rounds to start)..ending at the "top of the head" 
point..  
 
Step 4:  Next, start at the eyebrow point again and tap on each point stating 
what you would now like to believe or feel.  For memories, you can also just 
state "I choose to release this now."  Do at least 1 round of this and end at the 
"top of the head" point.
 
Step 5:  Take a deep breath in and out, open your eyes, and note how you 
feel.  **I highly recommend journaling about your experience after you are 
finished**  
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The Tapping Points
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Suggestions
Here are some helpful tips to help you along your journey:
 
1. Do no more than 5 memories at a time when you are just starting out..this 
is a marathon not a sprint.
 
2. Drink lots of water and honor your body if you feel drained or tired after.
 
3.  This may bring up emotions....tears and other reactions are cathartic so 
please let the emotion come up.
 
4.  I highly recommend doing this exercise alone and dedicating at least 30 
minutes of time for it.
 
5.  Pace yourself...even clearing 1 memory creates big shifts.
 
6.  Post in the group for support and encouragement!  You aren't alone and 
we want to support you.
 
7.  Keep a journal...this journey can create some awesome shifts & insights
 
8.  Be on the lookout for miracles...this stuff can bring in abundance pretty 
quickly!
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